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Model-based learning in imaging
One of the most successful approaches to solve inverse problems in
imaging is to cast the problem as a variational model. The key to the
success of the variational approach is to define the variational energy such that its minimiser reflects the structural properties of the
imaging problem in terms of regularisation and data consistency.
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Variational models constitute mathematically rigorous inversion
models with stability and approximation guarantees as well as a
control on qualitative and physical properties of the solution. On the
negative side, these methods are rigid in a sense that they can be
adapted to data only to a certain extent. Hence researchers started
to apply machine learning techniques to “learn” more expressible
variational models. In her talk, Schönlieb will discuss two approaches:
bilevel optimisation (which was investigated over the last couple of
years and aims to find an optimal model by learning from a set of
desirable training examples), and quotient minimisation (which was
only recently proposed as a way to incorporate negative examples in
regularisation learning). To finish, she will also give a sneak-preview
of recent efforts integrating deep learning in regularised image
reconstruction. This talk is based on joint work.
Carola-Bibiane Schönlieb is an Austrian mathematician. She is the
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